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Michael Jahoda is a dancer, teacher, and choreographer.  
He was born in Schenectady, New York in 1966 and is based in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.  

As a young dancer Michael received a scholarship to the Alvin Ailey American Dance Center in New York 
City. He danced with the Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble, was a Principal Dancer with Jennifer Muller/the 
Works (NYC), and  a featured dancer with Anouk van Dijk (NL) amongst others. He is an  internationally 
renowned teacher, having taught classes and workshops, and set repertory since 1989 throughout Europe, 
the USA and in Japan. 

In 2001 Michael co-created the Phillip Project, a multi-media artistic collaboration project which has created 
a unique series of 17 inter-related site-specific multi-media Episodes. As an independent choreographer he 
has created works for Boston University, the Amsterdamse Hogeschool voor de Kunsten, Conny Janssen 
Danst, (NL) and Diverse Space Dance Theater in Austin, Texas where he has an annual Artist in Residence 
position. Michael has collaborated on various performance projects including The Refractive Kinoscope 
with Kinodance Company in Boston, MA, and The Return of the Four Chops with Maarten Ornstein and 
Tony Overwater. In addition to choreographing he writes his own performance texts and has lent his voice, 
both live and recorded, to numerous performance projects including Eef van Breen’s Chapman for 
President.  

From 2005-2010 Michael resided in Boston, Massachusetts. While there he was the Artistic Director of the 
2008 Gloucester New Arts Festival (MA/USA) and created the White Box Project, a series of experimental, 
unscripted performance events, which was nominated for Boston’s Best Dance Troupe in 2009. 

Michael is a founding member of IDOCDE, an EU-wide pilot project aimed at facilitating international 
teaching exchanges, heightening best teaching practices, and developing new forms of dance teaching 
documentation. He is currently a core member of the BAU, an agency for the sustainment and development 
of the independent dance and performance makers in Amsterdam.  

From 2010-2016 he was Rehearsal Director and Assistant to the Choreographer at Conny Janssen Danst in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands and mentored the company’s Young Talent Development Program. Since 2010 
he has been Rehearsal Director for LeineRoebana in Amsterdam, where he is currently heading the 
Didactic and Creative Research Development Project for the company.  



| Biography in detail | 

Michael Jahoda’s professional dance career began in 1977 when he was selected by Jerome Robbins 
to perform in New York City Ballet’s production of Mother Goose. Since that time teaching, performing 
and choreographic engagements have taken him to Holland, Germany, Belgium, France, Denmark, 
Italy, Andorra, Austria, Poland, the Czech Republic, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Spain, Russia, Brazil, 
Japan, Hong Kong, the Caribbean, and to 20 of the United States.  

1986 Michael received a full scholarship to the Alvin Ailey American Dance Center in New York City. 
One year later he joined the Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble and performed a wide range of works 
including the Ailey classics such as Blues Suite and Revelations. From 1998-1995 Michael was a 
principal dancer with Jennifer Muller/the Works in NYC where he was a featured performer throughout 
the repertory and received critical acclaim in New York and abroad.  

"a superlative dancer of great speed and nuance... with a lightness that makes him look as if he barely 
touches the floor... Jahoda is downright terrific.”  
Anne Kisselgoff, The New York Times 

While dancing with Jennifer Muller/the Works Michael began teaching the company’s unique training 
method and shortly after became a core member of the company’s teaching team. He regularly gave 
company class, headed workshops and restaged company repertory. 

In 1995 Michael moved to the Netherlands. He taught classes and workshops for academies, 
companies and professional training institutes on a regular basis, and danced in a wide array of 
freelance productions. He has been on the guest faculty of Connecticut Collage, Boston University, 
Amsterdam Hogeschool voor de Kunsten and at Codarts since 1993. In the Netherlands he has danced 
for LeineRoebana and Paul Selwyn Norton o.a., and was a featured dancer with Anouk van Dijk for 
seven years, and performed in international festivals such as Springdance, CaDance, Klapstuk and the 
Holland Dance Festival o.a.  

In 2000 he began engaging in artistic research projects and developing his own performance projects. 
He formed a teaching and choreographic partnership with Maria Naidu, a colleague from Jennifer 
Muller/the Works. Together they developed a unique team-teaching system and created several 
choreographies together including “A2Z” at der Brot Fabrik in Bonn, Germany, T for the 
Balettakademien - Sweden and “All About Angels and Eggs”; a full-evening experimental cabaret at 
Dans Ateliers in Rotterdam.  

Since that time he has also created pieces for Boston University’s Dance Department and the 
Amsterdamse Hogeschool voor de Kunsten, “Blueprints” for Conny Janssen Danst and with The Four 
Chops for de Parade. He has a yearly Artist-in-Residence project in Austin Texas where is does his own 
artistic research and gives workshops for the Diverse Dance Space Theater and the local community. 

In 2001 Michael co-founded the Phillip Project with Pasi Granqvist, a Finnish video artist and Rietveld 
Academie graduate. The Phillip Project is a multimedia artistic collaboration project based in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands which has produced an ongoing series of interrelated and interactive 
multimedia Episodes, and developed a unique form of artistic communication that seamlessly fuses the 
visual arts and the performing arts. Phillip, the leitmotif of the Phillip Project, is a multifaceted, fictitious 
character - part everyday man / part super hero - and comes to life in a series of interrelated multi-
media Episodes that document his endless quest to find the answer to the big question - “What is 
freedom”?. 

There have thus far been 18 Episodes in a series inter-related installations and performance-
installations and performance-events. Phillip has been supported by various Dutch, American, Swedish 
and Finnish foundations and organizations including the Amsterdams Fonds voor de Kunst, Fonds voor 
the Podium Kunsten, Dans Ateliers Rotterdam, Dans Werkplaats Amsterdam, Internationella 
Dansprogrammets Residens i MALMÖ Sweden, Zodiak - Center for new dance, Helsinki, Finland and 
Green Street Studios, Cambridge, MA, USA. 



“the Phillip Project... Nothing can compete against the experience of so many contemporary elements 
and the respect for so much guts and originality”  
    de Rotterdams Dagblad 

From 2005-2010 Michael resided in Boston, Massachusetts. He was the Artistic Director of the 2008 
Gloucester New Arts Festival (MA/USA) and collaborated with Boston based Kinodance Company on 
the Refractive Kinoscope, an interactive performance-installation. In addition to teaching, mentoring 
and choreographing at Boston University, and creating several new Phillip Series Episodes, Michael 
also began the White Box Project, a series of experimental, unscripted performance events, which was 
nominated for Boston’s Best Dance Troupe in 2009. The White Box Project mission was to provide a 
framework for creative dialogue and performing-artist collaborations, and to help ignite a fresh 
interaction between performing artists and the public in non-traditional venues/spaces such as clubs 
and galleries. 

A substantial part of Michael’s creative work runs parallel to Phillip’s journey. Phillip is a sort of alter-ego 
and a vehicle for a wide range of collaborations and performance projects. In 2010 Michael began 
working on a new series of research and performance projects for the Phillip Project Series, including 
an Artist-in-Residency in Malmo, Sweden co-hosted by Skanes Dans Theater, Dans Stationen, Rorelson 
and Danscentrum Syd. This was followed by “Halfway to Heaven”, a research project at Dans Ateliers 
Rotterdam, and culminated in Episode 16 - “Heaven”, a full-evening performance created in 
collaboration with Robbert van Hulzen and Marion Tränkle. Episode 16 - “Heaven” was co-produced by 
Dans Ateliers Rotterdam and Dans Makers Amsterdam and premiered in Amsterdam in June 2010. The 
most recent chapter was Episode 17 - St. Phillip/the Martyr Cycle the a full-evening performance 
created in collaboration with Pasi Granqvist and Maarten Ornstein which premiered at Zeebelt in Den 
Haag. 


